Although clinical findings suggest that in the aftermath of depression a process of ' scarring ' may ensue, research examining the issue of ' scars ' (including biological, psychological and cognitive changes) has remained largely inconclusive. This paper proposes a new approach to the concept of ' scars ' that is (i) based on a dimensional view of depression, (ii) uses methods that take into account the dynamic interplay between the person and his context, (iii) differentiates between scars following depression and scars following the factor that actually caused the depression such as stress and (iv) introduces a dynamic view of the concept of ' scars ' in that it hypothesizes that scars can wax and wane. This approach may stimulate the discovery of new entries in the puzzle underlying the ontogenesis of vulnerability and resilience. Furthermore, it may provide insights that help to develop new therapies for depression.
Introduction
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is, at least in secondary and more specialized care settings with morbidity concentration, a chronic psychiatric disorder with residual symptoms, frequent relapses and estimates of recurrence ranging from 33 % to 70 % within several years (Pettit et al. 2006) .
Previous research has shown that the causal role of severe life events is smaller in recurrences than in firstonset episodes of MDD (Monroe & Harkness, 2005 ; Stroud et al. 2008 ). This observation was described by Post (1992) as a process of behavioural ' sensitization ' and electrophysiological ' kindling ', suggesting that a depressive episode leaves some traces that persist after remission and recovery, and render individuals vulnerable to the onset of new episodes under the influence of only moderate or, eventually, no psychosocial stress. This idea is known as the scar hypothesis of depression (Lewinsohn et al. 1981) . Scar theories assume that something, presumably encoded at the biological level, changes during an episode of depression, inducing a long-lasting change and increasing the likelihood of future episodes (Burcusa & Iacono, 2007) . Scar research, however, is not confined to the neurobiological domain. Studies examining scars in depression have focused on potential scars within a broad variety of domains (psychosocial, cognitive, emotional and others) (Shea et al. 1996 ; Ormel et al. 2004a ; Beevers et al. 2007 ; Burcusa & Iacono, 2007) . In this paper, therefore, the term ' scar ' may refer to all possible changes in cognition, emotion, behaviour or biology that develop in the aftermath of a depressive mood state and result in a stable increase in vulnerability.
Studies that address the scar hypothesis ideally assess putative factors that may become scarred before and after an episode of MDD in participants without residual symptoms. In studies that attempted to apply such a rigorous design, several potential scars were examined including depression-related cognitions (Lewinsohn et al. 1981 ; Barnett & Gotlib, 1988) , personality (Rohde et al. 1990 ; Duggan et al. 1991 ; Shea et al. 1996 ; De Fruyt et al. 2006 ; Ormel et al. 2004b) , psychosocial disability (Rohde et al. 1990 ; Ormel et al. 2004a) , social skills (Zeiss & Lewinsohn, 1988) as well as rumination, self-esteem and negative emotionality (Beevers et al. 2007) . However, in all these studies virtually no evidence was found for the scar hypothesis. Any changes in the aforementioned variables were either concomitants of current (residual) depressive symptoms or scores were already elevated before the onset of the episode of MDD, thus probably representing pre-morbid risk factors rather than scars. The field is thus left with a situation in which vulnerability for onset of episodes of MDD seems to increase as a function of the number of episodes, suggestive of scarring, yet studies that try to examine the mechanisms involved fail to shed any light on the issue.
We will argue that methodological and conceptual complexities may underlie this discrepancy and propose a new approach to the concept of ' scars ' for future research.
Where and how should we look for the scar ?
Dimensional approach
Although the categorical approach of MDD in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV may be useful in clinical settings, depression is probably best conceptualized as a dimensional construct rather than as a discrete diagnostic entity (Kendler et al. 1998 ; Hankin et al. 2005 ; Slade, 2007) , although some controversy exists in the literature (Coyne, 1994 ; Flett et al. 1997 ; Beach & Amir, 2003 ; Solomon et al. 2006) . Strong arguments for the dimensional view of depression include the fairly consistent finding that subthreshold depression strongly increases risk for future MDD (Cuijpers & Smit, 2004) and that subthreshold depression impacts considerably on functioning (Judd et al. 2002) . The influence of underlying aetiological factors is therefore unlikely to be limited to man-made DSM-IV boundaries. Likewise, it is improbable that scars would only develop after an episode that fulfils the DSM-IV criteria. A more plausible hypothesis is that scars, if any, would develop proportionally to the amount of depressive symptoms experienced. This would mean that scars already develop gradually as a result of subtle subclinical depressive symptoms before the onset of a full-blown episode of MDD. This gradually increasing scar, as the catalyser of a vicious circle, may thus additionally constitute a risk factor for the first episode of MDD (see Fig. 1 ). Likewise, ' scarring ' residual symptoms after MDD may additionally constitute a risk factor for relapse. This principle can be compared with the proposed vicious circle of the global warming of the earth. The warming of the atmosphere makes the ice on the North Pole melt. This allows the sun to shine upon the surface of the sea that was previously covered with ice, enabling it to warm up the sea even further and cause melting of additional ice. In this example, the melting of the ice would be the gradually developing ' scar ' that subsequently by itself further increases the speed of warming up, eventually causing a point of global warming where humans experience the consequences. Likewise, in the case of MDD, negative emotionality and low self-esteem can be perceived as potential risk catalysers : they may be caused by negative environmental events, and at the same time induce risk for future negative (interpretations of) situations that, in turn, will build up even more scars. Similarly, exposure to stress (Hammen, 1991) itself could be a potential risk catalyser : depressive symptoms may foster life circumstances that increase the likelihood of exposure to stress that in turn further increase the individual's vulnerability to depression. If the proposition regarding the ' gradually increasing scar ' is true then it is impossible to identify these scars using the dichotomous approach as described in the Introduction, since pre-morbid alterations will be identified as risk factors rather than scars resulting from subclinical depressive symptoms.
Thus, we propose that the scars that researchers wish to identify may develop gradually along the life cycle, proportionally to the severity and duration of the depressive symptoms experienced.
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Sensitive to person-context interactions
Cross-sectional, non-dynamic methodology in depression research will probably obscure the effects of scarring. Without taking into account the dynamic interplay between the person and his/her context, measures may not be sensitive enough to make a scar effect visible. For example, Segal et al. (2006) found that a greater cognitive reactivity of remitted depressed patients following induction of depressed mood increased the risk for relapse. Thus, the (re) activation of depressive thinking styles triggered by temporary dysphoric states may indicate vulnerability. In this study, dysfunctional cognitive attitudes would probably have remained inactive in the absence of an experimental mood induction paradigm, so that differences between controls and remitted patients would not have been detected. Thus, it is possible that scars are not immediately accessible and measurable with questionnaires, but that they can only be made visible using challenging experimental designs that activate a participant's vulnerability. Tools that are able to reveal subtle dysfunctions following experimental induction are available in the psychiatric literature. However, up to now they are not commonly used to evaluate possible scar effects. Examples of experimental tools in the biological domain are challenges of serotonergic pathways in the brain and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The former is achieved by acute tryptophan depletion (ATD) through lowering levels of tryptophan (essential for 5-hydroxytryptamine synthesis) that cannot be synthesized by the body. Bhagwagar & Cowen (2008) recently suggested that ATD reveals latent dysfunctions in brain circuits that are associated with regulation of emotion in MDD-vulnerable subjects. Another biological experimental tool that may possibly reveal scars is the dexamethasone corticotropin-releasing hormone suppression (DEX/CRH) test. No HPAaxis abnormalities (e.g. alterations in basal cortisol secretion) are reported in recovered patients unless challenged by, for example, the DEX/CRH test (Zobel et al. 2001) . To our knowledge, no studies have used these methodologies to investigate the process of scarring.
Another type of design that incorporates the dynamic interplay between an individual and his/her environment is the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987 ; Delespaul, 1995) . In ESM research, individuals are asked to fill in a diary in response to a beep signal at random unpredictable moments of the day. The diary provides information on their current mood state, physical state, current activities, appraisal of the current social situation and recent (past hour) events, etc. This method enables investigators to assess subtle changes in dynamic real-life person-context interactions instead of traits measured in an experimental laboratory setting which typically isolates subjects from their daily life context. For example, the negative affective response to minor daily life stressors -daily life stresssensitivity -has been revealed as an important risk factor for the development of future depressive symptomatology (M. Wichers et al. unpublished observations) . The nature of ESM measurements may benefit research aimed at identifying scars. Thus, in the search for scars, future research should use methods able to detect changes in subtle and contextdependent subject characteristics.
Two processes : scarring due to depressive symptoms and due to the causes of depressive symptoms Another question that needs to be resolved is whether the hypothesized scarring is caused by the depressive symptomatology itself or by the triggers that caused the depressive symptoms in the first place, such as stress exposure, or by a combination of these factors. To date, studies that have investigated the existence of scar effects did not differentiate between the possible scarring effects of the depressive symptoms or preexisting conditions -such as extreme stress -before the onset of the depressive episode. Both the experience of stress and experience of depressive symptoms may produce scar effects. Post (1992) refers to two types of sensitization mechanisms : one related to the stressor and one to the experience of an affective episode. Psychosocial stress may induce a cascade of neurobiological events that have long-lasting consequences such as altered gene expression (Post, 1992) . In this way, the individual may end up more vulnerable and exhibit altered behavioural responses to stress because of the sensitization by previous stressors (Post, 1992) .
Alternatively or perhaps additionally, the experience of an affective episode may leave behind traces that predispose to further episodes as argued by Post (1992) . A related view, developed from the above sensitization theory, that better fits with the continuous phenotype of depression and at the same time constitutes an integration between a cognitive and neurobiological perspective on depression, was proposed by Segal et al. (1996) , based on the associative network theory. According to this theory, a network of inter-related nodes exists in which activation may spread from node to node. Concepts may bring to consciousness other closely related concepts via the spreading activation within this network. The likelihood of cognitive patterns being activated is dependent on the frequency of past usage analogous to Scars in depression 361 biological mechanisms of neuronal learning. Based on this theory, it is argued that people strengthen their negative thought patterns every time they use them. The experience of severe adverse experiences may create a network of intensely negative ' depressogenic ' themes that is related to the affect experienced. Thus, each time an individual experiences low mood (s)he is prone to activate other elements within the negative concepts network which will again strengthen -or sensitize -the paths of this network, making it more accessible each time a moment of low mood presents itself in the future (Segal et al. 1996) . This view is compatible with the assumption that depressive symptoms over the whole continuum of depression may contribute to scar effects. A recent study showed that developmental stress exposures increased later daily life stress-sensitivity (conceptualized as negative affective response to minor daily stressors) (Wichers et al. 2009 ) which fits within the sensitization theory and the cognitive view on sensitization in depression. For example, early adversity may induce negative cognitive schemes (a scar due to a stressor) that become more readily activated each time they are used, i.e. at the time of experiencing stressors or mild dysphoric states (continuously increasing scar due to negative affective states). As a result, small daily life stressors may activate negative cognitive schemes with progressively lower thresholds, so that the subject responds with progressively stronger negative affect to daily life stressors.
As mentioned before, the higher the daily life stresssensitivity, the stronger its association with future increase in depressive symptoms and episodes of depression (Segal et al. 1996 ; Wichers et al. 2009 ; M. Wichers et al. unpublished observations) . A plausible biological substrate for the effect of early adversity on the development of a negative scheme is amygdala reactivity. Heightening of amygdala reactivity is known to follow traumatic experiences (Ganzel et al. 2007 (Ganzel et al. , 2008 ) and this increase is associated with automatic negative evaluation response tendencies and a negative bias in the interpretation of faces (Dannlowski et al. 2007a, b ; Beck, 2008) .
In conclusion, both stressors and negative mood states may be able to produce scars that are relevant to the vulnerability for depression. Additionally, these processes may work together in producing vulnerability and are probably gradually inducing an increased amount of scar over periods of time. However, no previous studies examining the existence of scars have tried to disentangle the two processes. Another issue is whether a threshold may exist after which scarring consolidates. Some evidence exists that, for example, the process of kindling (evident from the progressively reduced association between major life events and risk of each further depressive episode) involved in the risk for new depressive episodes reaches consolidation at a certain point after which the amount of acquired vulnerability stabilizes (Kendler et al. 2000) . Future studies examining scar effects should try to take into account these processes in order to unravel the complex mechanisms of the progressively increasing vulnerability for depression due to scar effects.
The issue of reversibility -can we heal the scar ?
Finally, the question arises whether a scar is reversible or not. The name ' scar ' implies a permanent increase in vulnerability. However, biological plausibility may be higher for a ' scar ' or vulnerability concept that has dynamic properties, something that can increase and decrease under certain circumstances. In recent years, the concept of epigenetics, evidence that genetic function is not static but plastic, has also gained attention within the field of psychopathology research. The idea that epigenetic effects also apply to psychopathology may help in identifying evidence for the biological plausibility of reversibility of scars. Gene function can be altered following adverse circumstances and may become expressed as a change in behaviour (scarring effect). Recent studies have reported associations between epigenetic status and mood or depression (Oberlander et al. 2008 ; Philibert et al. 2008 ; Poulter et al. 2008) . Although speculative, it may be parsimonious to hypothesize that certain environmental influences may also change genetic epi-mutations back into their default states. This may subsequently reduce the amount of scarring, the risk for mood abnormalities, and formation of psychopathology. However, to date this has not been studied.
There is biological plausibility for reversibility, not only at the level of genetics but also at the level of neuronal mechanisms of learning. For instance, in the example described earlier, based on the associative network theory, one would predict that not using the connections between negative concepts will weaken the strength of the associations, increase the threshold for activation and thus decrease this type of vulnerability. Not using specific (negative) network associations may be a very active process which can reduce previously developed scars.
In addition, evidence from a recent study (Wichers et al. 2007b ) is suggestive of scar reversibility. The dynamic person-context interaction concept of daily life stress-sensitivity can be seen as scar of past stressors and dysphoric states according to the new definition proposed in this paper. It gradually increases following early stress exposures (Wichers et al. 2009 ), is associated with depressive symptoms (Wichers et al. 2007a ) and predicts the development of future new affective symptoms and episodes of MDD (M. Wichers et al. unpublished observations) . For this potential scar, evidence exists that other factors may decrease its effects. It has been found that the experience of positive emotions during stressors decreases the level of stress-sensitivity (Wichers et al. 2007b) . Moreover, positive emotions neutralize the expression of genetic risk associated with increased daily life stress-sensitivity (Wichers et al. 2008) . Thus, there are mechanisms that may decrease the impact of potential scars.
A dynamic view on scars encourages a more optimistic and less deterministic view on vulnerability. In addition, it emphasizes the role of resilience in depressive disorder : mechanisms implicated in positive traits and strategies of the subject that are relatively independent from vulnerability mechanisms may have crucial importance for diminishing scars and preventing (recurrence of) depressive symptomatology.
Scars and treatment of depression
Knowledge of reversibility of scars is highly relevant to the treatment of MDD. As the scars of previous experienced stress or negative affective states form a vicious circle by which people become more and more depressed (and thus develop new scars), treatments for MDD should also be focused on the reduction of scarring effects. Only by disruption of this vicious cycle can the long-term course of MDD be bent into a more favourable direction. This makes the discovery of the basic mechanisms involved in scarring a priority in depression research.
Some treatments already may work by impacting on the processes of scarring. A new treatment, ' mindfulness-based cognitive therapy ' (Teasdale et al. 2000 (Teasdale et al. , 2002 , attempts to teach individuals to focus attention on the present moment and to let go of negative thoughts about past experiences or future worries. Subjects with sensitized negative cognitive schemes may profit from this approach as it helps them to detach from thoughts that activate these schemes. By actively avoiding the spreading of activation through the negative cognitive schemes, the strength of these paths will eventually diminish. Thus, people will desensitize their network of negative cognitions, and thus their scar, that caused negative emotions to flourish (Sheppard & Teasdale, 2004) . Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) may also be effective partly through the desensitization of the network of negative cognitions. Segal et al. (1999) showed that after negative mood induction, patients successfully treated with CBT exhibited significantly less dysfunctional cognitions than those successfully treated with pharmacotherapy. Thus, CBT may be able to undo relevant underlying cognitive scars which were not affected by medication treatment.
Another future application of scar research to clinical practice is the assessment of change of potential scars during standard therapy. Dynamic personcontext phenotypes (hereafter : ESM phenotypes) such as ' stress-sensitivity ' are, as argued above, potential scars and can be measured using ESM technology. The assessment of treatment response in terms of scar changes may induce new possibilities. Instead of assessing treatment response in terms of remission and recovery, for which monitoring of change in depressive symptoms is sufficient, the additional assessment of ' scar change ' may be useful as an indicator of risk for future depressive symptomatology. A recent study showed that in remitted depressed subjects, ESM phenotypes, independently from baseline depressive symptoms, contribute to the prediction of future symptoms and relapse (M. Wichers et al. unpublished observations) . Assessment of a reduction in the mechanisms underlying the continuation of symptomsthe scars -during treatment may constitute a complementary way to assess treatment response (in addition to assessment of decrease in symptoms only) and may increase power to predict future course of depression.
Concluding remarks
The progressively growing risk of depression relapse with a higher number of past experienced episodes of depression provides strong support for the theory that scars related to past experiences may increase a person's level of vulnerability. However, studies have generally not been successful in detecting scars and their mechanisms. We propose a new approach to examine the concept of a ' scar ' that (i) is based on a dimensional view on depression, i.e. that scars may develop following depressive symptoms at all points of the continuum from low to high depression, (ii) uses methods that take into account the dynamic interplay between the person and his context to be able to detect subtle changes in person-environment interplay, (iii) differentiates between scars following depression and scars following that what caused the depression such as stress exposure, and (iv) holds a dynamic view of the concept of ' scar ' in that it hypothesizes that scars can wax and wane, stimulating research into mechanisms of resilience.
If scars are conceived as continuously and gradually developing from interactions between the effects of lingering traces of stress and the experience of low mood, it is implied that scars operate at a subclinical as well as a clinical level. Furthermore, starting from the subclinical level, scars may keep growing -making people more and more vulnerable -and create a vicious circle. The above view necessitates a new approach in the examination of scars that may stimulate the finding of new entries in the puzzle of the development of vulnerability and resilience. Moreover, this approach may provide insights that help to develop new therapies for MDD aimed at decreasing scar(s) and complementary assessment methods for evaluation of treatment response.
